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it into information. In simple words, many users on trading
sector needs a way to make information or knowledge
extracting processes more efficient and optimal so they
can achieve more information and knowledge.
In the knowledge discovery, one of focus in this research
area is data visualization. This concept can be so useful to
help people to understand and take many insights
efficiently and optimally. Based on the previous research
about data visualization at financial sector, data
visualization is proven to help economic actors to get
insight from financial sector faster [1]. Other than that, to
extract knowledges from data, data mining techniques is
necessary. This research is dedicated to visualize trading
data using proper and custom methodologies and deliver
general standards of each stage in methodology that can
be used for other research about trading data visual ization
in other countries (not only in Indonesia).

Abstract—Government has already initiated a program to open
their data. It increases the transparency between government
and their society. One of strategic sector in every country is
trading data. Based on result of interviewing people who works in
trading sector, there is a fact that they can access data directly
from the website but sometimes they can’t understand what data
want to tell. People need much time to understand and analyze
data because the inappropriate format or visualization of data.
Data visualization can be a solution to this problem. Using some
techniques such as descriptive statistic, data mining, and
visualization techniques, data can be easier to be understand by
people. This research is divided into several stages, such as data
acquisition, data cleaning, data understanding and analysis,
mining knowledge using single moving average as forecasting
algorithm and cluster data using k-means algorithm, and
application development to give a clear and measurable
visualization. Usability testing also be done to test how far
people can understand about the visualization itself.
Index Terms—Data Visualization, Clustering, Forecasting, Open
Data, Statistic, Trading

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section contains several theories that support this
research, such as data mining, data visualization,
statistics, and k-Means algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The needs of open data in every country is always
increase. It can be proven by increasing number of
governments that give access to their people to their data.
Many people in individual country can get many
information and insights from government’s open data so
that they can do strategic way to improve the quality of
their own lives in many sectors. One of sectors that have
many important information on it, is trading
sector.Trading sector covers many information, such as
commodity data, export and import data, exchange rate,
and many more. Of course, its information is segmented to
several group of users and have many point of view.
Based on the result of questionnaires that had been
distributed in Indonesia, there are more than of 78% of
Indonesian didn’t get proper insight of trading data. The
biggest reason of it, is because the data is not served in
appropriate ways. There are too many rows of data which
are needed to be read to get insight of these. Format of data
is also give significant effect to make data more
understandable. Table format almost dominates
visualization of data. This format itself is not truly
problems when number of data is not significant large, but
when data is growing up, this format will be troublesome
to read. People in trading sector need data to be served in
simply ways so they can get insight faster and more actual.
For example, if they want to know about actual price of

A. Data Mining
Data mining is set of activities to get interesting insight
and knowledge from largest number of data [2]. There are
three kinds of knowledge that can be mined from data
using different method. Those methods that can be used for
mine knowledges are:
1. Association Rule
This method can be used to extract relationship between
item in a group of data.
2. Classification
This method is also known as supervised learning which
is can be used to classify data base on predefined classes
or groups.
3. Clustering
This method is also known as unsupervised learning. It is
similar with classification but with no predefined classes
or groups. The groups are made by looking similarities
between data.
In each method, there are many algorithms which can be
used to extract the knowledges.
B. Data Visualization
Visualization is a thing that similar with
communication. Successful rate is based on how the
information was delivered. Visualization is techniqueto
deliver data more detail for all kinds of users [1].
Visualization can serve data more detail and can be
processed into information easier. Data will be transform

commodity, they need to search it in thousand or more
data and then must compare it to previous price to know
about increment or decrement of prices. Of course, it takes
more times for just this simple case. To extract extra
knowledges from data is more painful than just transform
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into visual elements so their users can read and
understand it more efficient [3].
Each data need their own visualization base on the needs,
such as texts, tables, graphics, or symbols. Text or simple
text will be used if data is only one or two digits [4]. Table
will be used when users want to look at certain
measurement of variables and graphics is used to look at
patterns or relationships between variables [5]. Symbols is
often used to give general idea of things for native user [6].
Visualization mapping is a process to transform data
into appropriate visual structures, such as positions, sizes,
forms, and colors. One of standard that often be used is
chart suggestions at “A Tour through the Visualization Zoo A Survey of Powerful Visualization Techniques, from the
Obvious to the Obscure” [7].

Acquire Trading Data
from Government s
Open Data

Parse Trading Data
into Appropriate
Format

Analysis of User
Segments In Trading
Sector

Filter Trading Data
Based On User
Segments

Mining the Additional
Knowledge
(Optional)

C. Statistics
Based on its function, statistics can be divided into two
kinds, i.e. descriptive statistics and inferential statistics.
Descriptive statistics,is also known as deductive statistics,
is a part of statistics which are focused on collecting and
presenting data [8]. Descriptive statistics consist of:
1. Presenting data in the form of tables, figures, diagrams,
or graphics.
2. Measurement of center value and positioning, such as
mean, median, and modus.
3. Size of dispersion or deviation.
Inferential statistics, is also known as inductive
statistics, is a part of statistics which are focused on the
procedures to take conclusions based on sample of data
[8]. Inferential statistics used random sample from
population that was tested to take conclusion or predict
population characteristics [9]. It consists of:
1. Hypothesis testing, equality testing and difference
testing
2. Prediction, linear regression, simple regression, and
multiple regression.
3. Correlation relationship and reciprocal relationship.

Represent and
Design the
Visualization

Develop Prototype of
Visualization
Software

Usability Testing of
Prototype

Fig.1Research Methodology to Visualizing Trading Data
The explanations of each stages are as follows:
1. Acquire Trading Data from Government’s Open Data
This stage is about finding trading data source. The
option of data source is not only directly came from
government’s open data but also came from other
Application Program Interface (also known as API).
2. Parse Trading Data into Appropriate Format
Data that have gotten from previous stage have many
formats. To get the knowledge from these, we have to
custom all data format into proper format. In this case,
data can be formatted into relational or document-based
form.
3. Analysis of User Segments in Trading Sectors
Not all research in data vi sualization needs this step.
In this research, this step will be done because of the
variation of users in trading sector[1]. This stage will
classify users based on the needs of information in trading
sector.
4. Filter Trading Data Based on User Segments
Data and information will be divi ded and mapped for
each user segments in this stage. Other than that,
additional knowledge can be found for the consequences
of each needs of user segments.
5. Mining the Additional Knowledge (Optional)
Additional knowledge and several information can’t
directly be mapped into visualization. Sometimes, data
need to be preprocessed first. Several statistics and data
mining method will be need in this stage to process data.
6. Represent and Design the Visualization
This is the main stage in this research. All the data will

III. METHODOLOGY
This research adopts seven stages of visualizing data
that consist of acquire, parse, filter, mine, represent,
refine, and interact [10] but there are some custom and
additional step on it so that the research is more
convenient to do. The methodology in this research is
shown byFig.1.
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be visualized into several diagrams that appropri ate for
each user segments. Explanation of each visualization will
be need to be extracted.
7. Develop Prototype of Visualization Software
This stage is additional stage in case visualization
software is needed as a tool to test how far the
visualization help people to understand. Selection of
technologies will also be done in this stage.
8. Usability Testing of Prototype
In this final stage, each user segments will be
participated to test the visualization software. Results of
this stage will measure how good the visualization in the
research

ID

Detail trading data at Table 2 is not a standard so there
are chances that in other country has a different detail and
category.To give more explanati on about each data source,
these are given several further information about what are
data that exist in National Commodities Price, Exchange
Rate, and Export and Import to Specific Countries :
1. Format of National Commodities Price Data
Original data format of national commodities price
data is json. This data format contains three attributes and
the detailsis shown byTable 3.

A. Acquire Trading Data from Government’s Open Data
The first step to start this research is finding data
source. As we know, there are s o many data source in
trading sector in every country. To get the best result, find
data from official government’s website. For example, in
Indonesia, official government’s website for trading sector
is http://www.kemendag.go.id/. But if data is not enough,
you can also give enrichment process to get other
important data. In this research, enrichment process was
done because commodity price wasn’t available in official
website. The enrichment process was done by adding
commodity price from http://bit.ly/2uGP4iN.
After find the data source, data understanding has to be
done to get general information and several meta data
from the source. For example, in this research, the result of
this stage is shown byTable 1.

Table 3 Data Format of National Commodities Price
ID
1
2
3

2
3

Category of Data

ID
1
2
3

Link of Data Source

1

2

3

Data Type
da te
va rcha r(5)
doubl e

3. Format of Export and Import to Specific Countries Data
Original data of export and import to specific countries
is excel file (.xls). This data format contains five attributes
and the details is shown byTable 5.

https ://goo.gl /zejm91
https ://goo.gl /1bn6RP

Table 5 Data Format of Export and Import to Specific
Countries

Detail of Category

ID

Attributes

1

Des ti na ti on_Countri e
s
Type
Yea r
Tota l _Oi l a ndGa s
Tota l _nonOi l a ndGa s

Da ta 1: Na ti ona l Commodi ti es Pri ce

Da ta
Da ta
Da ta
Da ta

Attributes
Da te
Currency
Excha nge_ra te

https ://goo.gl /qwULrj

Table 2 Detail of Each Trading Data Categories
Category of
Data
Pri ce of
Commodi ti
es i n
Indones i a
Economi c
Indi ca tors
Pri ce of
Commodi ti
es i n
Indones i a
Economi c
Indi ca tors
Export a nd
Import

Data Type
da te
va rcha r(31)
doubl e

Table 4 Data Format of Exchange Rate

Each category of trading data contains several detail
data and those details is shown byTable 2.

ID

Attributes
Da te
Commodi ti es
Pri ce

2. Format of Exchange Rate Data
Original data format of exchange rate data is excel file
(.xls). This data format contains three attributes and the
details is shown byTable 4.

Table 1 Trading Data Source in Indonesia
Pri ce of Commodi ti es i n
Indones i a
Economi c Indi ca tors
Export a nd Import

Detail of Category

Da ta 8: Export a nd Import for Ea ch
Government Stra tegi c Sector
Da ta 9: Devel opment of Export per
Sta te
Da ta 10: Devel opment of Import per
Sta te

In this section, each stage in methodology will be
explained by the processes and results.

ID

Category of
Data
Provi nce)

IV. RESULTS

1

Special Issue

2
3
4
5

2: Infl a ti on
3: Excha nge Ra te
4: Gros s Domes ti c Product
5: Tota l Tra di ng Ba l a nce

enum(“i mport”,”eks por”)
va rcha r(5)
Doubl e
doubl e

B. Parse Trading Data into Appropriate Format
Parse in here doesn’t only mean to transform data type
into appropriate format but also to clean data. Number of
processes that can be happened in this stage is depend on
several causes, such as (based on experience in this
research):
1. Type of Database Management System (also known as
DBMS).

Da ta 6: Export a nd Import to
Speci fi c Countri es
Da ta 7: Export a nd Import per Sta te
(i n Indones i a , s ta te a l s o known a s
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va rcha r(25)
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2. The complexity of data structure in each source.
Document-based or Hierarchical data structure can be
need more rigid processes if level of structure is deep
and the structures have different form. Relational model
is easier to be processed than the others.
3. Dimension of data source. It is often that data source
has more than two dimensional forms. If this thing
happens, build data warehouse is necessary.
4. Outliers in data. Data source may have several outliers.
If data source contains outliers, do cleaning or binning
to data is necessary. To check the existences of outlier,
there are several algorithms that can be used but don’t
be so focus here because the main focus in visualization
is not in it.
5. Number of needed attributes. Data source may have
several attributes that will not be needed in next stages.
For this case, those attributes can be unselected to
fasten other processes.
For example, in this research, data source doesn’t
contain outlier and data types in on the right state so the
processes that was done in this stage is only cleaning
data. Cleaning data is done by eliminating or giving default
value to row that have a null value in one or more
attributes.Summaries of the result of this stage is shown
byTable 6.

Microeconomics user are economic actors who assume
that economic is about supply and demand for goods and
services [11]. In this research, users who is classified as
microeconomics users are:
1. Small-medium enterprises
2. Households.
Based on all segments, there are some additional
knowledges that need by them. This additional still can be
extracted from data source. If data source is not enough,
enrichment using external data is necessary. Those
additional knowledge are:
1. Prediction of commodities prices
2. Prediction of inflation
3. Segmentation of states based on export, import, and
export-import.
D. Filter Trading Data Based on User Segments
After user segments was formed, data must be mapped
for each segment so visualizations can be appropriate with
the needs of each segments. Based on characteristics,
microeconomics users will need data which can be
support their curiosity about buying or selling goods for
their
daily
activities.
Different
from
those,
macroeconomics users need data which can support them
to make good strategic decisions. Based on those, data was
mapped for each segment (based on interview and
questionnaire) and the result is shown byTable 7.

Table 6 Example of Data Cleaning in Trading Sector
ID

Data

Action

1

Excha nge Ra te

There a re s o ma ny currenci es i n
thi s worl d but not a l l of them wi l l
be needed a s s ta nda rds i n ea ch
country. Sel ecti on of needed
currenci es i s neces s a ry to ma ke i t
vi s ua l i za ti on more effi ci ent a nd
opti ma l .
In ea ch country, there i s
opportuni ty tha t one or more
s ta tes di dn’t do export or i mport.
Tha t wi l l ca us e nul l va l ue. The
s ol uti on i s el i mi na ti ng or gi vi ng
defa ul t va l ue (i .e. 0 for numeri c or
“nul l ” for a l pha numeri c) for tha t
row.

2

Export a nd
Import per
Sta te

Table 7 Mapping Data for Each User Segments
ID

C. Analysis of User Segments in Trading Sectors
The users of information in trading sector is
multi-purpose users. This will make visualization more
complicated and rigid because visualization must fulfill
the needs of all users. To reduce the risk, dividing users
into some segments is necessary. Other than that,
segmentation can make testing stage easier.
For grouping users in trading sectors, many point of
view or standards can be used. Based on the result of
interview with several experts in economic sector, user
segments in trading sector can be divided by scope and
economic value range. People in economic areas must
know about macroeconomics and microeconomics. Both of
them are divider to classify, either actors or economic
action.
Macroeconomics users are economic actors who want
to get insight widely and deeply [11]. In this research,
users who is classified as macroeconomics users are:
1. Business entities
2. Government (Trading ministry or etc.)
3. Private Financial departments.

Detail of Category

1

Da ta 1: Na ti ona l Commodi ti es
Pri ce

2

Da ta 2: Infl a ti on

3

Da ta 3: Excha nge Ra te

4

Da ta 4: Gros s Domes ti c Product

5

Da ta 5: Tota l Tra di ng Ba l a nce

6

Da ta 6: Export a nd Import to
Speci fi c Countri es
Da ta 7: Export a nd Import per
Sta te (i n Indones i a , s ta te a l s o
known a s Provi nce)
Da ta 8: Export a nd Import for Ea ch
Government Stra tegi c Sector
Da ta 9: Devel opment of Export
per Sta te
Da ta 10: Devel opment of Import
per Sta te

7

8
9
10

Mapped for
Mi croeconomi c
s;
Mi croeconomi c
s
Ma croeconomi
cs
Mi croeconomi c
s;
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs
Ma croeconomi
cs

If other research was found other data, those data can
be mapped based on standard in this research or using
other standards such as Explanatory Data Analysis
Method.
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E. Mining the Additional Knowledge
This stage is actually optional and only be done if there
are needs of additional hidden knowledge from data. Base
on additional knowledge that have explained in analysis of
user segments stage, there are three additional knowledges
that were needed by users. Before mining the additional
knowledges, those additional knowledges need to be
mapped to methods that can extract additional
knowledges. Methods which will be used is shown byTable
8.

For the last is explanation about states segmentation
based on export-import activities.
F. Represent and Design the Visualization
In this stage, data will be transform into proper
visualization based on type of data or the needs of
algorithms. The result of mapped visualization is shown
byTable 11.
Table 11The Results of Mapped Visualization

Table 8 Methods to Extract Additional Knowledges
ID
1
2
3

Additional Knowledge

Data
Da ta 1: Na ti ona l Commodi ti es Pri ce

Method

Predi cti on of commodi ti es
pri ces
Predi cti on of i nfl a ti on
Segmenta ti on of s ta tes
ba s ed on export, i mport,
a nd export-i mport

Foreca s ti ng

Da ta 2: Infl a ti on
Da ta 3: Excha nge Ra te
Da ta 4: Gros s Domes ti c Product
Da ta 5: Tota l Tra di ng Ba l a nce
Da ta 6: Export a nd Import to Speci fi c
Countri es
Da ta 7: Export a nd Import per Sta te (i n
Indones i a , s ta te a l s o known a s
Provi nce)
Da ta 8: Export a nd Import for Ea ch
Government Stra tegi c Sector
Da ta 9: Devel opment of Export per
Sta te
Da ta 10: Devel opment of Import per
Sta te
Da ta 11: Segmenta ti on of Sta tes Ba s ed
on Export
Da ta 12: Segmenta ti on of Sta tes Ba s ed
on Import
Da ta 13: Segmenta ti on of Sta tes Ba s ed
on Export a nd Import
Da ta 14: Predi cti on of Commodi ti es
Pri ces
Da ta 15: Predi cti on of Infl a ti on

Foreca s ti ng
Da ta mi ni ng:
cl us teri ng

Many algorithms can be chosen from each method.
Determination of each algorithm must be depended on
characteristics of data or business rules /standards in
specific country. For example, simple moving average was
chosen as forecasting algorithm in this research because
the data is in fluctuate data group and k-Means was
chosen as clustering algorithm because Indonesia
government has determined number of groups to
segmenting states in Indonesia.
This paper will not explain about forecasting or
clustering processes but only explai n about their summary
result. Explanation starts from forecasting summary at
commodity prices. The sample result of forecasting at
commodity prices is shown byTable 9.
Table 9 Sample Result of Forecasting at Commodity Prices
Date

Commodity

Price
(IDR)

Previous
Price

2017-08-01

Cooki ng Oi l

11,439

11,415

2017-08-01

Beef Mea t

116,576

116,945

..

..

..

..

2017-08-01

Red Oni on

36,054

34,175

Special Issue

Status
Increa s
e
Decrea s
e
..
Increa s
e

Diagram Type
Si mpl e Text
a nd Symbol
Li ne
Si mpl e Text
Ba r Cha rt
Symbol
Li ne
Li ne

Pi e Cha rt
Pi e Cha rt
Pi e Cha rt
Sca tter Pl ot
Sca tter Pl ot
Sca tter Pl ot
Symbol
Si mpl e Text
a nd Symbol

Each visualization will be designed in next stage.
G. Develop Prototype of Visualization Software
This stage is similar like common software development
life cycle (also known as SDLC). But in this paper,
explanations are restricted to architecture of softwareand
several mock-up designs as the main focus. This software
is connected with several technologies using internet.
Architecture of this software is shown byFig.2.

There is one unique fact from the result that all
commodities that be raw materials of traditional cuisines
was increase by prices. This is because of that day was
religion day in Indonesia. For the second, explanation goes
to forecasting summary at inflation. The sample result of
forecasting at inflation is shown byTable 10.
Table 10 Sample Result of Forecasting at Inflation
Date

Sector

2017-07-01

Food
Stuff
Prepa red
Food
..
Genera l

2017-07-01
..
2017-07-01

Inflation
Forecasting

Prev.
Inflation

0.02

0.66

0.34

0.47

..
0.39

..
0.97

Status
Decrea s
e
Decrea s
e
..
Decrea s
e

Fig.2 Trading Data Software Architecture
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The main point of this stage is creating mock-up for
visualization. These are sample designs of each mock-up
(not all design was included here because similarity
reason):
1. Design for national commodities prices
Sample of visualization design for national commodities
prices is shown byFig.3.

Fig.7 Visualization Design for Total Trading Center
6. Design for Export to Specific Countries
Sample of visualization design for export to specific
countries is shown by Fig.8.

Fig.3 Visualization Design for National Commodities Prices
2. Design for inflation
Sample of visualization design for national commodities
prices is shown byFig.4.

Fig.8 Visualization Design for Export to Spesific Countries
Fig.4 Visualization Design for Inflation

7. Design for Export for Each Government Sector
Sample of visualization design for export for each
government sector is shown by Fig.9.

3. Design for Exchange Rate
Sample of visualization design for exchange rate is
shown byFig.5.

Fig.5 Visualization Design for Exchange Rate
4. Design for GDP
Sample of visualization design for GDP is shown byFig.6.

Fig.9 Visualization Design for Each Government Sector
8. Design for Development of Non-Oil and Gas Export
Sample of visualization design for non-oil and gas export
is shown byFig.10.

Fig.6Visualization Design for GDP
5. Design for Total Trading Balance
Sample of visualization design for total trading balance
is shown by Fig.7.
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segmentation for non-oil and gas. This is caused by there
are two main focus in one visualization (lesson learned).
2. Result of Difficulty Questionnaire
Base on questionnaire resul t, 4 of them are very easy
category, 2 of them are hard category, and the rest of them
are easy category.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
After doing this research, these are several discussions
and conclusions:
1. Good data visualization is not only supported by good
statistic methods, graphics or diagram but also by doing
good research to identify users who will read
visualization.
2. Trading sector in each country will have different focus
based on regulation in each country so learning of
regulation must be necessary.
3. Based on usability testing, microeconomics users are
faster to understand about data which are visualized in
symbol diagram and simple text than others.
4. There are big opportunity in the next research about how
to classify users of data visualization s o the
visualization can be build more efficient and optimal.

Fig.10 Visualization Design for Development of Non-Oil
and Gas Export
9. Design for Prediction of Inflation
Sample of visualization design for prediction of
inflation is shown byFig.11.

Fig.11 Visualization Design for Prediction of Inflation
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Fig.12 Visualization Design of Segmentation of States
Based on Export
H. Usability Testing of Prototype
Usability testing in this research is held by doing tasks
in software. Tester will be given several tasks consist of
poor tasks and better task to assess how far users can
understand about visualized data [12].
Sample of poor task which was given to users is users
were asked to read about current chicken egg price and
sample of better task is users were asked to mention the
highest price of national commodities. There are 30 tasks
(based on number of diagrams multiplied by 2 for poor
task and better task) which were tested to five testers. The
results of usability testing are:
1. Capability to finish tasks in visualization
From the results of capability to finish tasks in
visualization, there are several tasks which have 100%
successful rate but there are tasks with the lowest
successful rate (only 20% testers can do it properly). That
task is read result of state based export-import
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